Arcadia Custom’s Legacy Collection
bronze-clad windows and doors grow more stunning with time. As bronze ages, its luster changes, developing a deep, rich patina that adds character and personality to every project. Experience the changing beauty of living bronze – the ideal statement that lasts a lifetime.

**BRONZE CLAD FEATURES**

**SOLID BRONZE EXTRUSIONS**
Bronze extrusions up to an 1/8” in thickness ensure lasting durability. Available in several Patina Finish options.

**DISTINCTIVE DETAILING**
Crisp, deep-relief sticking profile and true Stile & Rail joints produce an “Architecturally Correct” look.

**MOISTURE WEEP SYSTEM**
A weep/drainage system engineered on to the backside of the clad, provides an escape for any trapped moisture between the wood substrate and clad, ensuring the window will never rot.

**ECO-PERFORMANCE GLASS TECHNOLOGY**
Aesthetically pleasing dark bronze composite space combined with high performance low-e glass provide excellent energy efficiency.

**INTERIOR STICKING DETAIL**
Options available to fit traditional or contemporary architecture.

**BEAUTIFUL PREFINISHED INTERIOR WOOD CHOICES**
Available in Cedar, Fir, Mahogany, Walnut, and White Oak.

**STAND-OFF CLAD DESIGN**
Air gap allows wood substrate to breathe independently from clad, improving thermal performance and overall product longevity.
Bronze Patina’s are “Living Finishes” that continue to develop as the product ages. During production, the bronze’s oxidize hues (patina) are enhanced through a chemical process. Touch, climate, and weather exposure will continue to change the bronze’s color, sheen, and texture as the finish evolves.

Bronze Patina options:

- RAW
- LIGHT
- MEDIUM
- DARK
- ANTIQUE COPPER
- ANTIQUE BRONZE

A living patina that increases in beauty with time. Shown in Medium Bronze

Exposed to the elements

Bronze Clad Windows

PUSH-OUT CASEMENT WINDOW

(Exterior)
Shown in Medium Bronze patina

(Interior)
Shown with pull-down screen option, mahogany wood species

Mountain Contemporary
PUSH-OUT CASEMENT WINDOW

(Interior)
Shown with pull-down screen option, mahogany wood species

(Exterior)
Shown in Medium Bronze patina

Window section detail

3\(\frac{3}{4}\)" 
9\(\frac{3}{16}\)"

Arcadia Custom
Available in any of AT’s door configurations:

ENTRY DOOR SYSTEMS

SWINGING FRENCH DOOR SYSTEMS

SLIDING DOOR SYSTEMS

EXTERIOR BI-FOLD DOOR SYSTEMS

FRENCH DOOR

Inswing jamb detail and door stickling

Model shown: BronzeEX6034
Medium Bronze Patina

Model shown: BronzeEX6008
Antique Copper Patina

1.520.574.7374
9280 E. Old Vail Road,
Tucson, Arizona
arcadiacustoms.com